CHEMISTRY 650

ORBITAL SYMMETRY CONTROL OF ORGANIC REACTIONS

SPRING 2002    R. MAGID

THE CLASS WILL MEET ON TUESDAY AND THURSDAY MORNINGS FROM 8:00 TO 9:25 IN BUEHLER 511. THERE WILL BE A 10-MINUTE BREAK ABOUT HALFWAY THROUGH THE CLASS.

FIRST CLASS MEETING: THURSDAY, JANUARY 10

******************************************************************************
BRING A LOCK, SAFETY GLASSES, AND BRIBE TO THE FIRST CLASS MEETING.

ADMISSION TO THE COURSE IS LIMITED TO THOSE WHO CAN "TRANSLATE" AT LEAST FOUR OF THE FOLLOWING SPRING SEMESTER COURSES INTO PLAIN ENGLISH. (EXTRA CREDIT IS GIVEN TO ANYONE WHO CAN EXPLAIN WHY THE COURSE AT THE BOTTOM OF THE LIST EVEN EXISTS.)

AUDIOLOGY AND SPEECH PATHOLOGY
535  AD CL PR SP/LG:OFF CM

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
478  HON:AP PRC AUTO DES P

CHILD AND FAMILY STUDIES
620  ADV DIR HUM DEV FM ST

COUNSELOR EDUCATION & COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY
552  CAR DV VC THE RS PRAC

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
445  EAR CH ED: PG DEV KING

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
522  LEV INF DES/PRES MODL

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
508  INT PRD, PR&M F SYS DS

RECREATION & TOURISM MANAGEMENT
440  DIM COM RC TRM ENTERP

SPORT MANAGEMENT
311  COACHING FOOTBALL